Transcript
How to Pass Cyclists
[Playful upbeat music plays throughout]
00:00:00 - 00:00:09
[Video: Begins with a closeup of a man’s feet pedaling on a bike, then zooms out and
shows him riding the bike through various streets and parks.]
[Text on Screen: Passing Cyclists]
[Sound effect: Bicycle bell rings]
00:00:09 - 00:00:20
[Video: The man continues to ride his bicycle on the side of the road, and we see a car
changing lanes and pass him.]
[Text on Screen: Approaching car intends to pass cyclist. Should the car squeeze by or
change lanes?]
00:00:20 - 00:00:36
[Animation: Birdseye view of 4 lane road. Cyclists is on the far right of the road with one
car behind them and another beside.]
[Text on Screen: Drivers: When passing allow at least 1 meter of space between you
and a cyclist. If there’s not enough space in your lane, safely change lanes to pass.]
[Animation: Car behind cyclist changes lanes and passes the cyclist.]
00:00:36 - 00:00:45
[Animation: Birdseye view of 4 lane road. Cyclists is on the far right of the road with a
car behind them. An X is drawn showing where the cars blind spot would be.]
[Text on Screen: Cyclists: Signal your intentions and keep out of the driver’s blind spot.]
00:00:45 - 00:00:52
[Text on Screen: Share the road.]
[Graphic: CAA logo appears on white background.]
[Text on Screen: Two wheels or four, we’re all in this together. Learn more on how new
laws affect you at headsupontario.ca.]

[Small text on screen: The advice is intended to provide general information only and is
not intended to provide legal or professional advice, or to be relied on in any dispute,
claim, action, demand or proceeding. CAA South Central Ontario does not accept
liability for any damage or injury resulting from reliance on this information.]

